Noah Broerman

Noah says LGS helped him learn how to
stay calm and to improve his grades. In high
school, he looks forward to learning more
about mechanics and cars.

Sheldon Eads

Sheldon is “really excited” about high school
though he will miss “everyone” at LGS. His
favorite memory is helping prepare Café 201
breakfasts.

Christian Fuson

Christian’s favorite subjects are reading and
writing because “Mr. Loar makes me laugh.”
He says LGS has helped him with homework
anxiety—something he will continue to work
on.

Congratulations, Class of 2017!

Alexis Gerver

Alexis likes LGS after-school activities and
plans to join high school clubs and sports.
Academically, she enjoys the challenge and
knowledge that come with each new unit,
especially in mathematics.

Evan Hatfield

Evan’s favorite memories of LGS are the outside carnival and playing tug-o-war. Science
has been his favorite subject because of the
experiments.

Avery Horter

In high school Avery will continue to be
HAPPY and smile! He will miss his teachers and learning to cook, but is excited to be
moving on to high school.

Grant Isaacs

Grant will miss his LGS friends and the staff,
particularly his first teacher Ms. Steinhaus.
His favorite subject is science because “Mr.
Kennedy makes it fun.”

Ben Kominar

Ben’s favorite subject is math “because it’s
easy” and he looks forward to learning more
math in high school. He will miss LGS teachers, social activities and therapy dogs.

Daniel Mills

Daniel feels LGS has prepared him for high
school with fidgets for focus and concentration, and math! He looks forward to making
new friends and getting straight As.
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Avery Schonberg

Avery’s favorite LGS memory? Stella! He
feels he has grown while at LGS, and looks
forward to a future working with computers.

Ryan Stolter

Ryan will miss the friends he has made at
LGS but feels ready for high school and looks
forward to learning more in his favorite
subjects: science and math.

Jacob Walker

Jacob’s favorite subject is science because “we
get to learn about things I haven’t even heard
about.” The thing he will miss most about
LGS is “the flexibility and team work my
peers have performed.”

